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Agenda

1. Rise of practical AI and analytics

2. Cloud-ready high-performance computing

3. Five vertical use cases

4. Navigating the technology jungle

5. Seeing further
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“Businesses will increasingly leverage 

machine learning as more and more data is 

collected through IoT sensors, edge devices 

and cloud sources. AI will morph into 

‘Practical AI’, becoming more useful in 

everyday life through its ability to 

uncover patterns and infer the 

unexpected, resulting in positive outcomes. 

Practical AI strengthens the trust people 

have in it, shining a light on dark data and 

leading to decisions that can positively affect 

our lives and businesses”, Jeff Reser

Rise of Practical AI

Forbes Magazine – 99 (Extra!) AI Predictions for 2020, Gil Press, 

December 18, 2019

®

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2019/12/18/99-extra-ai-predictions-for-2020/#4caf90153afb
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Academic/Not-for-profit

National security

National research lab

National agency

State or local 
government

Financial services

Large product 
manufacturing

Bio-sciences

Energy

Consumer product 
manufacturing Retail

Chemical

Media & Entertainment Electronics

Transportation Other commercial

HPC Infrastructure Being Driven Into Enterprise Markets1

Commercial

58% 
(3% growth in 2 years)

Government

25%

Academic

17%

1 Intersect360 Research, November 2019
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Hyperion Research Predictions1

The high growth rate of the HPC market will continue

HPC products being driven into broader enterprise market

The exascale race will drive new technologies

Many new processors and accelerators are on the way 

Storage systems will increasingly become more critical

Cloud computing for HPC workloads will grow faster

Artificial Intelligence will grow faster than everything else

1 Hyperion Research, November 2019
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Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Neural Networks

Deep Learning

Convolutional Neural 
Networks

Transfer 
Learning

The Spectrum of AI Solutions

Deep Learning
Examples are disease identification 

and energy demand optimization.

Machine Learning
Examples are cyber security, 

autonomous vehicles and F1 racing.

Artificial Intelligence
Examples are Google Maps and game 

play.

Neural Networks
Examples are facial and voice 

recognition.

Convolutional Neural Networks
Examples are image/video recognition 

and medical image analysis.

Transfer Learning
For example, knowledge gained while 

learning to recognize cars could apply 

when trying to recognize trucks. 
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Exascale Race Driving New 
Technologies
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Challenges in Supporting HPDA

Time to Solution

“I need to maximize 

application 

performance, scale 

workloads, and 

minimize overhead.”

Maintenance

“My IT staff doesn’t 

have time to update 

and test all the 

different software 

components.”

Complexity

Composing a working 

HPC environment is 

difficult, time-

consuming, requiring 

experts.”
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Cloud is being optimized for HPC 

workloads through performance, 

scalability and cost efficiency, 

enabling you to extend your HPC 

environment to the cloud on-demand. 

Dynamically burst to the cloud to 

complement your on-premises 

capabilities, or even fully migrate 

entire HPC environments and 

workflows.

Cloud-Ready HPC
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High-Performance Computing In The Cloud

HPC “all-in” the cloud

• Includes the head, compute and storage nodes, 

with no hardware infrastructure to maintain

• Optimized cost and performance for scale-out 

applications

HPC bursting to hybrid/public clouds

• Address changing capacity needs

• Extend HPC jobs to the Cloud for on-demand 

scale and flexibility

Local Network Cloud Local Network Cloud
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“By its very nature, AI runs on data, 

and many applications need an 

ongoing supply of massive amounts of 

that data to identify patterns and learn. 

This requires a lot of computational 

power. To do this, many companies 

are implementing high-performance 

computing (HPC) infrastructures and 

putting parallel processing to work to 

speed up AI applications.”, Jeff Reser 

Five Vertical Use Cases

“How Open Source is Helping to Drive the AI Industry”, 

ComputerWorld, September 5, 2018

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3518212/how-open-source-is-helping-to-drive-the-ai-industry.html
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Goals

• Reduce time to value

• Virtual design space

Challenges

• Complex requirements

• Revenue loss

• Expensive physical prototyping

Consumer Goods – Appliance Design
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Consumer Goods – HPC & AI/ML

• Manufacturing

• Saves time and money while improving customer sat

• Collaborative visibility

• Logistics and Delivery

• Saves money with fewer returns

• Anticipatory shipping

• Household Connectivity

• Simplify consumer interactions

• Intelligent appliances

• Online and In-store Advertising

• Personalized experiences

• Targeted advertising
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Energy & Utilities – Sustainable Energy

Goals

• Increase pace of innovation 

• Improve efficiencies

• Increase responsiveness

• Achieve safe and compliant 
operations

Challenges

• More regulations and public 
scrutiny

• Aging infrastructure

• Changing priorities
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• Reduce cost and risk

• Limits environment impacts

• Optimizes supply/demand

• Smart allocation of energy resources

Energy & Utilities – HPC & AI/ML
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Automotive – Design

Goals

• Integrated design environment

• Reduce design times

• Provide a seamless environment 

Challenges

• Costly design methods

• Siloed teams
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Automotive – HPC & AI/ML

• Effective design simulations

• Powers advanced safety features

• Cloud services for available data

• Speeds process of filing claims

• Robots driving optimization

• AI detects driving behavior
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Manufacturing – Materials

Goals

• Build very strong, yet lightweight 

materials

• Exceed safety and compliance 

regulations

Challenges

• Time-consuming computations

• Effectively manage clusters
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Manufacturing – HPC & AI/ML

HPC Advantages • Discover materials faster

• Predicts right compound combinations

• Mine databases for “recipes”

• Refining materials
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Pharmaceuticals – Drug Research

Goals

• Faster drug discovery

• More predictable drug treatment 
results  

• Consolidated views

Challenges

• Integrate different types of data 

• Integrate public cloud

• Discover naturally occurring 
compounds
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Pharmaceuticals – HPC & AI/ML

• Predictive treatment results

• Improved drug design and discovery

• Better disease management

• Precision medicine
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“As enterprises find more ways to 

put AI to work, the need for the 

right infrastructure grows… To do 

this, many companies are 

implementing high-performance 

computing (HPC) 

infrastructures… to speed up AI 

applications as they turn high 

volumes of data into business 

value.”, Jeff Reser 

Navigating the Jungle

®

“How Open Source is Helping to Drive the AI Industry”, 

ComputerWorld, September 5, 2018

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3518212/how-open-source-is-helping-to-drive-the-ai-industry.html
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Popular HPC tools and libraries bundled 

with SLE HPC 

All packages supported by SUSE 

Available for x86-64 and Arm64 

Flexible release schedule

SLE 12 and SLE HPC 15

SUSE Linux Enterprise High 
Performance Computing  
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SUSE Enterprise Storage

Ceph-based, software-defined

Backup/archival HPC storage

IO500 benchmark-ranked #17 (November 

2019), showcasing HPC storage 

performance

Easy to manage with the Ceph Dashboard

SUSE Enterprise Storage
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Catalyst UK establishes largest 

Arm-based supercomputer 

deployments in the world

More than 12,000 Arm-based cores 

running across three universities 

with strong benchmark results

Catalyst HPC For Arm 
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SUSE Sponsors OpenACC

Simplify access to accelerator technology for SUSE HPC 

customers

OpenACC is a directive-based programming model 

designed to provide performance and portability for CPUs, 

GPUs and other accelerators
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“As AI/ML apps become smarter and 

more sophisticated – using more data 

– the need for a supportive HPC 

infrastructure will continue to grow. 

And going forward, as more use cases 

for AI-powered HPC emerge to solve 

critical problems, this technology will 

fundamentally change how the 

programmers behind the scenes 

approach computing.”, Jeff Reser

Seeing Further

®

“Behind the Scenes: Powering AI Transformation with High 

Performance Computing”, TechRadar.Pro, September 25, 2018

https://www.techradar.com/news/behind-the-scenes-powering-ai-transformation-with-high-performance-computing
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Energy & Utilities

Sustainable 

energy

Pharmaceuticals

Drug research

Manufacturing

Materials

Automotive

Design

Consumer 
Goods

Appliance design

We Examined 5 Industry Scenarios …
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… And Validated Some Conclusions

• SUSE delivers an HPC platform that makes those 

solutions better (easier to develop, faster and more 

manageable)

• Businesses around the world today are recognizing 

that a Linux-based HPC infrastructure is vital to 

supporting the analytics applications of tomorrow

• HPC is not just for scientific research any longer, and 

is being adopted across banking, healthcare, utilities 

and manufacturing
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Final Thoughts 

“I don’t want to be the 

embarrassment of the galaxy, to 

have had the power to deflect an 

asteroid, and then not, and end 

up going extinct. We’d be the 

laughing-stock of the aliens of the 

cosmos if that were the case.”, 
Neil deGrasse Tyson, astrophysicist 
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Spotlight on Sessions
BOV-1218 Employing Enterprise Performance Computing, Bryan Gartner & 

Brian Fromme

FUT-1438 The SUSE High Performance Computing Roadmap, Jay Kruemcke

TUT-1214 Extending SLE HPC to Create an AI/ML Platform, Securelinx

BP-1123 HPC Performance Tuning, David Byte

BP-1427 Adding Hybrid Cloud Benefits to HPC, Kay Tate

BP-1169 Best Practices for Using Containers in HPC Environments, Rodolfo 

Bejarano

BP-1255 Best Practices for HPC in the Cloud, Kay Tate

BP-1122 Best Practices for HPC Storage, David Byte & Darren Soothill

FUT-1230 AI at the Speed of Excellence – Roadmap & Vision, Alessandro Festa
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General Disclaimer

This document is not to be construed as a promise by any participating company to 

develop, deliver, or market a product. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, 

code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing 

decisions. SUSE makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents of 

this document, and specifically disclaims any express or implied warranties of 

merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. The development, release, and 

timing of features or functionality described for SUSE products remains at the sole 

discretion of SUSE. Further, SUSE reserves the right to revise this document and to 

make changes to its content, at any time, without obligation to notify any person or entity 

of such revisions or changes. All SUSE marks referenced in this presentation are 

trademarks or registered trademarks of SUSE, LLC, Inc. in the United States and other 

countries. All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 




